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The purpose of a database concurrency control is to allow only serializable executions of 
transactions, that is, to enforce safety. We study the properties of locking as a means to 
achieve safety. We consider the problem of whether it is possible to disallow by locking all 
nonserializable executions (or schedules) of a transaction system without disallowing any 
serializable schedule, that is, of whether the set of all serializable schedules (in the sense of 
conflict-preserving serializability) can be delined by locking. We present an efficient algorithm 
for deciding this problem for 2-transaction systems. Moreover, if the set of conflict-serializable 
schedules can be defined by locking, a corresponding deadlock-free locked transaction system 
can be constructed efliciently. For the case of an arbitrary number of transactions, we show 
that the conflict-serializable schedules can be defined by locking if this holds for all pairs of 
transactions and a certain “minimal” locked transaction system exists and is safe. Moreover, 
we introduce restrictions on locking which allow necessary and sufficient conditions. 0 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a set of entities, called a database, on which a set of certain user 
processes, called transactions, is executed. An execution of the transactions is called 
a schedule. The transactions perform read and write actions to the entities. For 
* A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in [Z]. 
’ The work of this author was supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. 
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efficiency reasons the transactions should be executed concurrently. But inherent 
to concurrency is the danger of incorrectness. Therefore, a mechanism is needed 
which guarantees the correctness of the schedules. Such a mechanism is called a 
concurrency control. 
The generally accepted correctness criterion is serializability (e.g., [ 1, 61). A 
schedule is called serializable, if there is some serial (not concurrent) schedule of the 
transactions, which has the same effect as the original schedule. A transaction 
system, that is a set of transactions, is called safe, if every possible schedule is 
serializable. 
The notion of serializability has triggered some interesting theoretical work. 
NP-complete serializability and safety decision problems are discussed, e.g., in 
[S, 6, 121. But fortunately these negative results seem to have little practical impor- 
tance. A more restrictive notion of serializability, called conflict-serializability, is 
used as an adequate model for a practical concurrency control, and it has been 
shown that conflict-serializability and conflict-safety can be tested efficiently 
[l, 5, 6, 11, 121. 
The goal of a concurrency control is to safeguard a possibly unsafe transaction 
system such that only serializable schedules can occur. The most widely used 
mechanism is based on locking. Each transaction has to lock its entities before 
accessing them according to the locking policy of the respective concurrency con- 
trol. A locking policy is called safe if it accepts only serializable schedules (the best- 
known example of such a policy is 2-phase locking [ 11). But from [7, 121 we can 
conclude that locking is not powerful enough for obtaining maximal concurrency in 
terms of conflict-serializability (when a transaction system is mapped to a single 
locked transaction system). That is, the full set of conflict-serializable schedules 
cannot always be realized by locking. 
In [7] the power of locking is considered in the case the transaction system has 
only two transactions. A necessary and sufficient condition for a set of schedules is 
given such that under this condition the set of schedules can be realized by locking. 
In the present paper we consider the power of safe locking in the same spirit: we 
give a necessary and sufficient condition for a 2-transaction system under which the 
set of conflict-serializable schedules of the given transaction system can be realized 
by locking. Moreover, the given condition can be tested efficiently, and if the condi- 
tion is satisfied we indeed can construct a corresponding locked transaction system. 
Thus, compared to [7], our contribution, on the one hand, is that the set of con- 
flict-serializable schedules need not be given explicitly in order to decide whether or 
not it is realizable by locking. On the other hand, whenever the set of conflict- 
serializable schedules is realizable by locking, we are able to construct efficiently a 
realizing locked transaction system with a minimal number of lock and unlock 
operations. Both the decision and the construction problem can be solved in time 
linear in the size of the original transaction system. 
We also study the case in which the transaction systems have an arbitrary 
number of transactions. The general problem to characterize sets of schedules that 
are realizable by locking has turned out to be very subtle [9]. Similar difficulties 
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arise when the power of safe locking is studied. Nevertheless, we shall develop a 
nontrivial sufficient condition for a general transaction system under which a 
locked transaction system can be constructed that realizes the set of conflict- 
serializable schedules. This condition is of interest because it is a natural generaliza- 
tion of the corresponding condition for 2-transaction systems. Moreover, we 
introduce restrictions on locking which allow necessary and sufficient conditions. 
In Section 2 we develop a geometric characterization for the question of realizing 
the conflict-serializable schedules in 2-transaction systems. This characterization is 
based on the ideas presented in [8]. In Section 3 we transform the geometry into 
locking variables and thus obtain a characterization of 2-transaction systems whose 
conflict-serializable schedules may be realized by locking. Section 4 is devoted to 
the study of transaction systems with an arbitrary number of transactions. Section 5 
concludes this paper. 
2. THE GEOMETRY OF CONCURRENCY 
We first state the necessary definitions and notation for concurrency control. 
A transaction system T = {T,, . . . . T,} is a set of transactions. A transaction T,= 
(Ti, , . . . . Tim,) is a sequence of actions. Each action T, has associated with it an 
entity xii E E, where E is a set of entities forming the database. We distinguish read 
and write actions, T, = R, meaning read xii and Tii = W, meaning write xii. Each 
transaction reads each entity at most once and writes each entity at most once, and 
the transaction is not allowed to read an entity after it has written it. A schedule 
s of r is an execution of the transactions of t in a (possibly) interleaved fashion. 
Note that each transaction must execute its actions in s in the prescribed order. 
A schedule is serial if there is no interleaving, that is, once the execution of a trans- 
action starts it finishes before any other transaction executes its actions. 
Each write action writes a value which is an uninterpreted function of the values 
read so far by the transaction in question. A schedule s is serializable (presents 
serial views [12]) if there is a serial schedule s’ of T such that for every initial 
assignment of values to the entities, and for every interpretation of the various func- 
tions computed by the transactions, each transaction of r reads the same values in 
s and s’, and after the execution of s and s’ the same values are assigned to the 
entities. 
Two actions of two different transactions conflict, if they involve the same entity, 
and at least one of them is a write action. With each schedule s we associate a 
labeled directed graph D(s) having as nodes the transactions of T and an edge 
Ti -+’ T, for conflicting actions of Ti and T, involving entity x such that the action 
of Ti precedes the action of T, in s. A schedule is called conji’ict-serializable if 
D(s) = D(s’) for some serial schedule s’, or, equivalently, if D(s) is acyclic. 
The set of conflict-serializable schedules of a transaction system T is a subset of 
the serializable schedules of T. Conflict-serializability of schedule s can be decided 
efficiently by testing D(s) for the absence of cycles [ 1, 61, whereas the problem of 
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deciding serializability is NP-complete [63. A transaction system t is called 
(conflict-) safe if every schedule of r is (conflict-) serializable. Conflict safety and 
safety collapse in our model, see [12]. 
The following geometric characterization of concurrency comes from [8]. Let T 
be a transaction system consisting of two transactions T, = (T,, , . . . . TImI) and T2 = 
(Tzl, . . . . Tz,J. In the coordinate plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, the two axes 
correspond to the transactions T, and Tz, and the integer points on the axes 
correspond to the actions in the transactions. 
A schedule of (T,, T,} has now the following geometric image. Any nondecreas- 
ing curve from point (0,O) to point (m, -t 1, m, + 1) not passing through any other 
grid points represents the schedule where the actions T,, , . . . . Tim,, T,, , . . . . T,,, are 
in the order in which the curve passes the lines T, = T,, , . . . . T, = TImI, Tz = 
T,, , . . . . Tz = Tzmz ’ From the class of curves representing a schedule, we shall choose 
the uniquely defined shortest one which passes every grid square through its 
middle, cf. Fig. 2.1. In the sequel we shall identify a schedule with such a curve, 
called the curve of the schedule. 
In Fig. 2.1, the curves s1 and s2 are the serial schedules T,, ..’ T,,, Tzl ... T2,,,* 
and T,, ... TZMZT,, ... T Iml, respectively, and s represents the schedule 
T T T T T T T T T T,,. 11 21 22 I2 13 14 23 24 25 
Two conflicting actions create a (direcl) conjkt point in the geometric represen- 
tation of a 2-transaction system. For instance, the conflict points in Fig. 2.1 are 
Wxr Ta5 
Rx4 T24 
WXI Tz3 
Rx3 T22 
Rx2 T21 
32 
. 
31 
- 
I 
_I 
v I I I I I * 
(“‘o) T11 T12 Tla 7’14 T1s Tl 
RXI Rza Wz3 Rq Wxl 
FIG. 2.1. The geometric representation of a 2-transaction system. 
(676) 
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Note that here we characterize the concurrency in the spirit of [8], but with no 
locks and unlocks. We emphasize the inherent properties of a two-transaction 
system, rather than the locks. Our construction in this section is based on the 
following simple theorem, in analogy to [S]. 
THEOREM 2.1. A schedule of a 2-transaction system is conflict-serializable if and 
only tf its curve does not separate two conflict points, that is, all conflict points are 
either above or below the curve. 
Proof Let T = (T,, Tz} be a 2-transaction system, with T, = (T,, , . . . . T,,,) and 
Tz = (Txi, . . . . TImz). Assume first that the curve of a schedule s separates two con- 
flicts points, say ( T1,, Tzk) and ( T,j, T,,). Also assume that i < j and k d 1. (The 
three other cases are similar.) Then, because the curve of s separates ( Tli, Tzk) and 
(T,, Tz,), either s(Tzk) <s(Tii) and s(Tij) <I, or s(Tii) <s(Tx) and s(Tzr) < 
s(TIj). In both cases D(s) contains a cycle. 
Conversely, if s is not conflict-serializable, D(s) contains a cycle and thus the 
curve of s separates those conflict points which give rise to the cycle. 1 
Given a transaction system T = {T,, T,}, we can forbid schedules by defining 
areas which must not be passed through by the schedules. In order to accept only 
conflict-serializable schedules, we must forbid, by Theorem 2.1, those schedules 
which pass between two conflict points. We say that a set of schedules of t can be 
defined by a (rectilinear) forbidden area C in the plane (T,, T,), if this set is 
obtained by ruling out those schedules that pass through C (but not those that are 
only tangents of C). 
For any transaction system T we denote by CSR(z) the set of conflict-serializable 
schedules of r. 
For 2-transaction system r = (T,, Tz}, a smallest NESW-closed forbidden area 
for z is defined as a smallest connected area in the plane (T,, T2) such that it 
contains all conflict points of z and its contour is composed of two non-decreasing 
curves that pass the grid squares through the middle points. Figure 2.2 provides an 
example. A similar concept of closure has been defined in [8] for locked 2-transac- 
tion systems. The next theorem states that if the smallest NESW-closed forbidden 
area is uniquely defined, then it defines CSR(r). 
THEOREM 2.2. For a 2-transaction system z = {T,, Tz}, the set CSR(t) can be 
defined by a forbidden area C if and only if there is a uniquely defined smallest 
NESW-closed forbidden area H for 7. Moreover, tf CSR(r) can be defined by a 
forbidden area C, we may choose C = H. 
Proof: First assume that H is uniquely defined. Then, by the definition of H, 
only those schedules pass through H that pass between two conflicts points. Also 
all schedules that pass between two conflict points must pass through H. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.1, CSR(z) can be defined by a forbidden area C = H. 
Conversely, assume that H is not uniquely defined. Consider then the intersection 
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FIG. 2.2. Ruling out schedules by a smallest NESW-closed forbidden area. 
of all sets that satisfy the definition of H. This intersection cannot be a connected 
region, and it must contain at least two connected areas, say A 1 and A,, such that 
A, is completely above and to the right of A, (cf. Fig. 2.3). Moreover, we may 
assume that no point of the intersection lies between the rightmost points of A 1 and 
the leftmost points of A,. Now clearly all middle points of the grid squares between 
A, and A, (including the rightmost points of A, and the leftmost points of AZ) may 
appear in some conflict-serializable schedules. Thus these points cannot be forbid- 
den. But then also non-conflict-serializable schedules will be accepted, for example, 
those that pass below A 1 and above A,. Thus the set of conflict-serializable 
schedules cannot be defined by a forbidden area. 1 
As the actions of the transactions of z = {T,, T,} are given in sorted order, we 
can construct the n conflict points in the plane (T,, T2), sorted according to their 
T,-coordinate, in time O(n + m) using O(n + m) space, where m is the total number 
of actions in r. A smallest NESW-closed forbidden area for 7 can then be computed 
by applying a slightly modified version of the algorithm for the computation of the 
“cr-convex hull”, as given in [4], to the conflict point set. This algorithm runs in 
time O(n) for the sorted input points, using space O(n), and it gives an indication 
of whether the computed area is the only possible. Thus Theorem 2.2 implies: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T = { T1, T,} be a 2-transaction system with n conflict point:: 
The question of whether or not CSR(t) can be defined by a forbidden area in the 
plane (T, , T,) can be decided in O(m + n) time and space, where m is the number of 
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FIG. 2.3. A situation in which a smallest NESW-closed forbidden area is not uniquely defined. 
actions in z. Moreover, if such a forbidden area exists, then it can be constructed in 
O(m + n) time and space. 
If the whole set CSR(z) cannot be defined by a forbidden area, we can try to con- 
struct a NESW-closed forbidden area such that this area defines a subset of CSR(z) 
containing as many schedules as possible. We call such a forbidden area optimal. 
The proof of the following theorem is straightforward. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 7 = { T1, T,) be a 2-transaction system such that CSR(7) 
cannot be defined by a forbidden area. All optimal forbidden areas for 7 are among 
the smallest NES W-closed forbidden areas for 7. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.2, it follows that the intersection of all smallest 
NESW-closed forbidden areas for 7 consists of more than one connected compo- 
nent. All components are strictly ordered from left to right and from bottom to top. 
In an optimal forbidden area, any two components adjacent in this order have to 
be connected by a rectilinear curve. Now the computational problem is to deter- 
mine which of the (exponentially many) rectilinear curves should be selected. Figure 
2.4 depicts an example with one rectilinear curve, connecting Al with A,. In the 
example, this curve is optimal among all 10 possible curves. In general, each rec- 
tilinear curve bridging a gap of g, actions in transaction Ti, i= 1, 2, corresponds to 
an interleaving of the g, actions of T, with the g, actions of T,. The corresponding 
partial schedule of g, +g, actions can be completely described by specifying the 
57 l/40/2-, I 
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positions within the sequence of g, + g, actions at which the g, actions of T, occur 
(or, equivalently, at which the g, actions of T, occur). Therefore we get 
Tll T12 7-13 Z4 Tl6 7'16 Tl7 
FIG. 2.4. Optimal forbidden area. 
possible curves for a gap of gi actions in Ti, i = 1,2. One of these curves has to be 
selected for each gap with respect to the global optimum over all rectilinear curves 
bridging all gaps, Hence, Theorem 2.4 clearly implies an exponential algorithm 
for finding an optimal forbidden area. We conjecture that the decision problem 
corresponding to this optimization problem is NP-complete. 
In this section we show that, given a 2-transaction system z = {T,, T,}, CSR(z) 
is delinable by a forbidden area (as defined in the previous section) if and only if 
3. SAFETY BY LOCKING 
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CSR(r) is realizable by (exclusive) locking. What is meant by realizable by locking 
will be described shortly. We have a set of locking variables LV (not necessarily 
related to the set of entities), and we insert lock v and unlock v, v E LV, actions into 
the transactions, yielding locked transactions, with the following meaning: After the 
execution of an action lock v in transaction Ti, lock v is not allowed to be executed 
in T,, i #j, until the action unlock v has been executed in Ti. Moreover, we assume 
that these lock and unlock actions are inserted such that there is at most one lock 
v (unlock v) action for any one variable v in LV in any one transaction. Within 
each locked transaction LT, each lock v is followed by an unlock v, each unlock v 
has a preceding lock v, and between lock v and unlock v there is at least one action 
of T. 
For a transaction system r = {T,, . . . . T,}, we denote by Ls = { LT,, . . . . LT,} a 
locked transaction system, where LT, , . . . . LT, are some locked transactions 
obtained from T,, . . . . Td, respectively. A schedule Ls of Lt is legal, if in Ls each lock 
v action is followed first by an unlock v action before the next lock v operation. For 
a locked transaction system Lt, the set of schedules of r accepted (or described) by 
Lr, denoted by Acc(Lz), is the set 
where L(LT) denotes the set of all legal schedules of Lz, and the operator “/” is 
defined as follows: for any set of strings A over alphabet W, A/U, where U is a 
subset of W, is the set obtained by deleting the symbols in U from all strings in A. 
If for a set S of schedules of z there is a locked transaction system Lr such that 
S = Acc( Lz), 
then we say that Lz realizes S and S is realizable by locking. If Lr realizes a subset 
of CSR(r), then Lz is said to be conflict-safe. 
As an illustration consider the 2-transaction system t = {T,, T,}, where T, = 
(Rx, > Rxz, Wx,, Rx4, Wx,) and T2 = (Rx,, Rx,, Wx,, Rx,, Wx,) (see Fig. 2.1 and 
2.2). CSR(r) is realized by Lr = {LT1, LT,}, where 
and 
LT, = (lock vl, Rx,, Rx,, lock vZ, Wx3, unlock vl, 
lock v3, Rx,, unlock v2, Wx,, unlock v3) 
LT, = (Rx,, lock vl, Rx3, lock vl, lock v3, Wx,, 
unlock v, , unlock v2, Rx,, Wx,, unlock v3). 
The set L(Lz) for a locked 2-transaction system Lz = {LT,, LT,) can be defined by 
a forbidden area in the plane (LT,, LT2), since each locking variable v, such that 
both LT, and LT, contain a pair lock v, unlock v, has the effect of creating a 
forbidden area (a rectangle delimited by the grid lines corresponding to the four 
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lock u, unlock u actions), the points of which represent unreachable states (cf. [S] ). 
This implies that Acc(Lr) can be defined by a forbidden area in the plane (T,, T2). 
On the other hand, if a set S of schedules of r = {T,, T2} is uniquely defined by a 
forbidden area C, then it is easy to construct a locked transaction system (C is 
covered by forbidden rectangles) Lt such that S equals Acc(Lr). Thus we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. The set CSR(r) for a 2-transaction system T = {T,, T,) is 
realizable by locking if and only zf CSR(r) can be defined by a forbidden area in the 
plane ( T, , rd. 
Theorems 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1 imply: 
THEOREM 3.2. The set CSR(t) for T = {T,, Tz> is realizable by locking tf and 
only if T has a uniquely defined smallest NES W-closed forbidden area. The question 
of whether or not CSR(r) is realizable by locking can be decided in O(m + n) time, 
where m is the number of actions in T and n is the number of conflict points. Further, 
if CSR(T) is realizable by locking, then a locked transaction system that realizes 
CSR(T) can be constructed in O(m + n) time. 
For a simple rectilinear polygon whose contour is composed of two nondecreas- 
ing curves, a smallest number of rectangles covering exactly the polygon can be 
found in linear time [3, p. 2221. Based on such a division we can construct a locked 
transaction system LT realizing CSR(r) (if it is in principle realizable by locking), 
which has a minimal number of lock and unlock actions, cf. [3]. Moreover, this 
construction can be done so that LT is deadlock-free; that is, any legal prefix of any 
schedule of LT can be completed to a legal schedule. We have: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T = {T,, T,} be a 2-transaction system. If C%(T) is realizable 
by locking, then a deadlock-free locked transaction system LT which realizes 
CSR(T) and which has a smallest possible number of lock and unlock actions can be 
constructed in time O(m + n), where m is the number of actions in T and n is the 
number of conflict points. 
4. MORE THAN Two TRANSACTIONS 
In this section we shall develop conditions under which the set of conflict- 
serializable schedules of a transaction system r with more than two transactions can 
be realized by locking. Clearly, the first requirement is that the conflict-serializable 
schedules of every transaction pair can be realized by locking. If this is the case we 
construct for each transaction pair a corresponding locked transaction system. We 
then merge the constructed locked 2-transaction systems in order to create a locked 
transaction system LT for r. We shall show that if there exists a “minimal” locked 
transaction system LminT among these Lr, then CSR(r) is realizable by locking 
whenever Lmin T is conflict-safe. 
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Let r = ( T, , . . . . T,}, d> 2, be a transaction system. For all i, j, i # j, 1 < i, j < d, 
we denote by zii the transaction pair { Ti, T,}, and by sij, for any schedule s of t, 
the sequence of actions obtained from s by deleting all but those actions that belong 
to Ti or Ti. Thus sii is a schedule of rij, 
The relationship between pairwise acceptance and general acceptance for locked 
transaction systems can be characterized as follows: 
FACT 4.1. For any schedule s of z, sii is in Acc(LrU) for all i, j, i # j, 1 d i, j d d, 
whenever s is in Acc(Lz). 
FACT 4.2. Schedule s may not be in Acc(Lz), even if sii is in Acc(Lt,) for all 
i, j, i # j, 1 < i, j < d. 
Proox Figure 4.1 shows a locked transaction system which does not accept the 
serializable schedule s defined by (horizontal axis is time): 
LT2 
RY 
RZ 
RY 
LT3 
TI 
T2 
T3 
wx KY 
Rx RY 
RX RY 
. --v . 
I I 
WCC WY 
L-_i_l 
LTl 
FIG. 4.1. A locked transaction system of three transactions. 
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however, for all locked 2-transaction systems the respective projections of s are 
accepted. Note that in Lt,, we do not apply locking. 1 
We now assume that for given r we have constructed a locked 2-transaction 
system Lzii for all i, j, i # j, 1 < i, j < d. The set of all such locked 2-transaction 
systems is denoted by L2.r. No locking variable is used in more than one locked 
2-transaction system. We then merge all LT~ in order to create a locked transaction 
system Lz = { LT,, . . . . LT,}, which, whenever it is safe, realizes CSR(r). The 
strategy in merging we shall apply may run into a cyclic situation such that the 
merging cannot be completed. To check whether or not a desired merging is 
achievable, we introduce a graphtheoretic condition. 
Denote by LTJ the locked version of Ti in Lz,,. Let d/ be the digraph with the 
actions of LT/ as nodes and an edge x -+ y iff x directly preceeds y in LT/. Let Dj 
be the digraph which results from the union of all d/ (1 < j d d, i # j), and in which 
an additional edge unlock v + lock v’ is introduced if unlock v belongs to LT/ and 
lock v’ belongs to LTf , j # k, and there holds: 
the actions A between lock u and unlock v in LT{ are all different from 
actions B between lock v’ and unlock of in LTf and T, = . . . A . . . B . . . . 
Thus, whenever possible, lock and unlock actions of a transaction which act in dif- 
ferent 2-transaction systems are ordered such that unlock preceds lock. This keeps 
forbidden regions in the merged locked transaction as small as possible. If Dj is 
acyclic, then any topological sorting of Di implies a locked version LT, such that 
LT,/ (all but actions of LT!) = LT!. We call any such LT, a minimal locked trans- 
action for T, with respect to L’z. A locked transaction system for z which contains 
only minimal locked transactions with respect to L2t is called a minimal locked 
transaction system for z with respect to L27 and is denoted by Lmin~. For such 
Lmint there holds: 
Therefore the reference to L2z can be omitted in the sequel. LminZ exists if and only 
if Di is acyclic for all Tin z. For example, Lmin~ does not exist for the locked 
2-transaction systems shown in Fig. 4.1. If locking variables vi, v2 are used for Lz,,, 
and v3, vq for Lz,, (in ascending order), then the following cyclic digraph D, 
results: 
lock vi lock v2 + unlock v, 
lock z, /” 
X 
3 L lock uq --* unlock v 3 
For a given set L’z, for each transaction Ti E T there exist O(d) locked versions 
LTJ, and each locked version contains at most O(m) locking variables (cf. [3]), 
where m is the maximum number of actions in any one transaction of T. Given all 
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locked versions, the construction of a minimal locked transaction for Ti can be 
done in time O(d*m*). Thus, given all locked 2-transaction systems, we can test the 
existence of Lminz and, in cases Lminz exists, we can construct Lminz in time 
0(d3m2). 
We are now going to prove that, in cases L,,, r exists, the conflict-safety of L_z 
implies that Lmin~ realizes CSR(r) whenever each locked 2-transaction system 
Lmintv realizes CSR(rV) for all i, j, i # j, 1 < i, j 6 d. A minimal locked transaction 
system which fulfills this additional requirement is called C-minimal. 
We will need the following lemma, which shows an interesting property of a 
minimal locked transaction system. We have seen above that Lminr has projec- 
tions equal to the locked 2-transaction systems. Hence, no global schedule s will be 
accepted by Lminz unless all its projections srl are accepted by the appropriate 
projected locked 2-transaction systems Lvz. More suprisingly, we shall see that this 
condition is also sufficient. If all the projections of a schedule are accepted by the 
matching projected locked 2-transaction systems, then the schedule will be accepted 
by Lminr. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let z = (T,, . . . . T,>, d 2 2, be a transaction system, and let 
Lminz = { LT,) ...) LTd) be any minimal locked transaction system for z. Then for any 
schedule s of z the conditions sii is in Acc(L,i,t~) for all i # j imply that s is in 
ACc(L,i,z). 
ProoJ: Let Lmint = { LT,, . . . . LT,} be a minimal locked transaction system for r, 
and let s be a schedule of r such that sii is in Acc(L,i, rij) for all i # j. Consider a 
locked version Ls of s with respect to Lmint, that is, a schedule Ls of Lmin~ such 
that 
s = Ls/( {lock u 1 lock u appears in Ls} 
u {unlock u 1 unlock u appears in Ls} ), 
and assume that Ls is illegal. Then there is some pair zii = {T,, T,} such that Ls, 
cuts the forbidden area for Lrninr. In other words, Lsii is of the form 
. . . lock u h lock v . . . . 
where h does not contain unlock u. We assume that the first lock u is an action of 
LT,, denoted lock ui, and thus the second an action of LTj, denoted lock uj. We 
also assume that before lock vI no illegality arises. We shall show that there is 
another locked version of s in which this illegality is removed and no new is 
inserted. 
By construction each pair lock u-unlock u in Ls embraces some actions of r. In 
any legal schedule of L mln~ii, the actions between lock ui and unlock ui in LT, are 
all either before or after the actions between lock u, and unlock uI in LT,. 
Case 1. The actions of sy between lock u, and unlock ui in LT, are in sii before 
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the actions between lock vj and unlock vi in LT,. As sii is in Acc(L,,,~,~~), there is 
a legal locked version of sii which is of the form 
. . . lock vi g, unlock vi.. . lock vi g, unlock vi.. 
We shall show that this ordering for lock uir unlock uir lock v,, and unlock v, is 
possible for some locked version of the whole schedule s, too. We denote by g, and 
g2 those actions in g, and g,, respectively, that are not lock or unlock actions. Now 
Ls is of the form 
Ls=...lockvi...lockv,g;h g$unlockvi . . . . 
where g;l/(all but actions of tii) is a suffrx of 2, and g;/(all but actions of rij) is a 
prefix of gz. Moreover, because all actions of Ti between lock vi and unlock vi are 
contained in g, , hg; cannot contain any action of T,. Similarly, g’; h cannot contain 
any action of T,. Thus the minimality of Lminz implies that hg; does not contain 
any lock ui operation of LT, involving some locked transaction LT, # LT,. 
Similarly, it follows from the minimality of Lminr that g;h does not contain any 
unlock uj action of LT, involving some locked transaction LT, # LT,. Thus all lock 
actions of LT, in hg; involve LTj and all unlock actions of LT, in g;h involve LT,. 
This means that we can shift unlock vi to the left and lock vj to the right in Ls such 
that Ls is changed to: 
. . . lock vi.. unlock ui . . lock vj. .., 
and shifting lock ui to the right creates no new illegality in a transaction LT, Z LT,, 
and shifting unlock vi to the left no illegality in a transaction LT, # LT,. (That is, 
when shifting actions in LT, or LT, over actions in LT,, i # k # j, we shift no lock 
action involving LT, to the left and no unlock action involving LT, to the right.) 
Assume shifting creates a new illegality between LT, and LT,. Thus 
Ls = . . . lock II,. . . lock v, . unlock w, . . . lock wi . . . unlock vi . . . . 
where lock wi, unlock wj denote the action lock w of Ti, respectively, the action 
unlock w of T,. As each pair lock w, unlock w embraces some actions of the corre- 
sponding transaction, there exist such actions ai, aj, with ai, a, actions of Ti, T,, 
respectively, where aj must preced ai in s, and certainly in sii E Acc( Lmin tii). In any 
legal Ls, unlock vi preceds lock u,. Thus lock wi must preced unlock wj. However, 
as a_j preceds aj, lock wj preceds unlock wi. Hence, no legal Lsij can exist. As this 
is a contradiction to our assumption, no new illegality is introduced. 
Case 2. The actions of sij between lock vi and unlock vi in LT, are in sq before 
the actions between lock vi and unlock vi in LT,. In this case there is a legal locked 
version of sij of the form 
. . . lock vi g, unlock vj . . . lock vi g, unlock ui . . 
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As Ls was of the form . . . lock ui . . . lock uj . . . unlock ui . . . . we conclude that 
Ls=...lockviHh,lockojg;h,g;unlockvi..., 
where g;/(all but actions of zV) = gr and g; /(all but actions of zij) = g,. Moreover, 
because all actions of T, between lock ui and unlock vi are contained in ii, we con- 
clude that h, g;h, does not contain any action of T,. As in Case 1, the minimality 
of Lminz implies that no unlock action of LT, involving a locked transaction LTk # 
LT, can lie in h, g;h,, and thus, without producing a new illegality in a transaction 
LT, # LTj, lock ui may be shifted to the right over all actions of 
h, lock vjg;h, 
that do not belong to LT,. Similarly, unlock oi may be shifted to the left, if 
necessary, such that Ls is changed to 
. . . lock vj . . . unlock yi . . . lock vi.. . 
as desired. Moreover, by arguments similar to Case 1 we can show that no new 
illegality between LT, and LT, can be produced by shifting lock ui and unlock vi. 
In both cases we have managed to remove one illegality from Ls without creating 
any new illegal situation. As Ls can contain only a finite number of illegal situa- 
tions, we finally obtain a legal schedule by repeating the process. a 
The next theorem then states the desired result that the conflict-safety of a 
C-minimal locked transaction system guarantees the realizability of CSR by 
locking. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let z = (T,, . . . . T,}, d> 2, be a transaction system such that for 
all i, j, i# j, i< i, j< d, CSR(ri,) is realizable by locking. Then CSR(t) can be 
realized by locking whenever a C-minimal locked transaction system for t exists and 
any such C-minimal locked transaction system is conflict-safe. 
Proof: Let Lmin~ = { LT, , . . . . LT,} be a C-minimal locked transaction system 
for r. We shall show that any schedule s in CSR(r) is in Acc(L,,,T); then CSR(r) = 
ACc(L,i”T) whenever Lmint is conflict-safe. If s is in CSR(r), then, by definition, sii 
is in CSR(7,) for all if j. Then, by the definition of a minimal locked transaction 
system, sii is in Acc(Lzq) for all i# j. Thus Lemma 4.3 implies that s is in 
Acc(L,i” r ). I 
The converse of Theorem 4.4 does not hold. That is, for a transaction system r 
with more than two transactions, the set CSR(t) may be realized by locking even 
if no C-minimal locked transaction system for ? is conflict-safe. As an example of 
this, consider the transaction system zD = {T,, T2, T,}, where 
T, : Wx Wy, 
T,: Wy Wz, 
T,: WzWx. 
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No C-minimal locked transaction system for rD is conflict-safe, because the planes 
(T,, T,), (T,, T,), and (T,, T,) all have only one direct conflict point and thus any 
C-minimal locked transaction system accepts all schedules, but, for example, the 
schedule defined by (horizontal axis is time): 
T,: Wx WY 
T,: WY WZ 
T,: WZ wx 
is not conflict-serializable. But the following locked transaction system Lz, = 
{LT,, LT,, LT,} realizes CSR(r,): 
LT, : lock v, Wx lock v1 unlock v L Wy unlock v2, 
LT,: lock v2 Wy lock v3 unlock v2 Wz unlock v3, 
LT, : lock v3 Wz lock v, unlock v3 Wx unlock v, . 
Notice that Lz, is not deadlock-free. In fact, it can be shown by a case analysis that 
CSR(r,) cannot be realized by a deadlock-free locked transaction system. Thus we 
have: 
THEOREM 4.5. There are transaction systems z such that the family 
{ Acc(Lr) 1 Lt is a deadlock-free locked transaction system for T} 
is properly included in the family 
{ Acc(Lt) 1 Lt is any locked transaction system for z}. 
The question arises of whether the converse of Theorem 4.4 holds if we require 
that the locked transaction systems are deadlock-free. That is, can CSR(r) for a 
transaction system r be realized by a deadlock-free transaction system LT only if 
there is a deadlock-free C-minimal locked transaction system which is conflict-safe? 
It turns out that the answer is negative at least in the read-write model. Consider 
the transaction system r, = { T, , T,, T, >, where 
T, : Ry Wx, 
T,: WY, 
T,: WxRy. 
The following deadlock-free locked transaction system Lz, = { LT,, LT2, LT,} 
realizes CSR(r,): 
LT, : lock vRy lock x unlock v Wx unlock x, 
LT, : lock v lock v’ Wy unlock v unlock VI, 
LT, : lock x Wx lock v’ unlock xRy unlock v’, 
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but there is no deadlock-free minimal locked transaction system for tR that is 
conflict-safe. 
Theorem 4.4 allows us to try to construct a C-minimal locked transaction system 
and test it for conflict-safety in order to know whether CSR(7) is realizable by lock- 
ing. Whenever the system is safe it will realize the set of all conflict-serializable 
schedules. Note that we only get the positive answer for sure; if a C-minimal locked 
transaction system does not exist or turns out not to be conflict-safe, we do not 
know whether CSR(7) is realizable by locking. A C-minimal locked transaction 
system Lmin7 = {LT,, . . . . LT,} for 7 = {T,, . . . . Td} can be constructed in time 
0(d3m2 + n) if it exists, where m is the maximum number of actions in any one 
transaction of 7 and n is the maximum number of conflict points for any one pair 
{T,, T,}. Lmin7 can then be tested for conflict-safety in time O(md 2d + d2m log m) 
[3, lo]. (Note that n is O(m).) 
Next we shall consider in general such locked transaction systems in which the 
acceptance of schedules can be deduced from pairs of locked transactions. Let 7 = 
{T , , ..-, Td }, d > 2, be a transaction system. We shall analyze the question of 
whether CSR(7) is realized by a locked transaction system L7 that satisfies the 
condition: 
(PA) s is in Acc(L7) if and only if sii is in Acc(LT,~) for all i, j, i # j, 
1 d i, j d d. 
We call this condition locking with pair-wise acceptance, or PA-locking, for short. 
Under the assumption that a minimal locked transaction system exists, we now 
give a characterization of those transaction systems for which the set of conflict- 
serializable schedules can be realized by PA-locking. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 7 = {T,,..., T,}, d > 2, be a transaction system. Assume that 
there exists a C-minimal locked transaction system Lmin7 for 7. Then CSR(7) is 
realizable by PA-locking if and only if Lmin7 is conflict-safe. 
Proof: Assume first that CSR(7) is realizable by PA-locking. Then there is a 
locked transaction system L7 such that Acc(L7) = CSR(7) and s is in Acc(L7) if and 
only if sii is in Acc(L7,) for all i#j. Acc(L7) =CSR(z) implies that Acc(Lz,)= 
CSR(tV) for all i#j. Consider then the given C-minimal locked transaction system 
Lmint for 7. We shall show that ACC(L,,~)=ACC(LT), i.e., ACC(L,i,7) = CSR(7). 
Let therefore s be in Acc(L,,t). Then sii is in ACC(L,i”7,) = CSR(T~) = Acc(L7,,) 
for all i # j. The condition (PA) implies that s is in Acc(L7). Then let s be in 
Acc(L7). As then sii is in Acc(LzV) = CSR(rV) for all i # j, we conclude that sii is in 
ACC(L,i”7~) for all i # j. Thus Lemma 4.3 implies that s in Acc(L,,,r). 
Assume then that Lmin7 is conflict-safe. By the proof of Theorem 4.4 
ACc(L,i”7) = CSR(7). By Lemma 4.3, Lmin7 satisfies the condition (PA) and thus 7 
is realizable by PA-locking. i 
It is interesting to focus on the relationship between condition (PA) and the 
existence of a minimal locked transaction system. Figure 4.1 shows that a minimal 
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locked transaction system does not always exist. Moreover, in this example any 
resulting locked transaction system does not fulfill condition (PA) (cf. Fact 4.2). 
Does the nonexistence of a minimal locked transaction system imply, that (PA) 
could not be fulfilled for any corresponding locked transaction system? Figure 4.2 
shows that such conclusions must be drawn carefully. A minimal locked transaction 
system does not exist in Fig. 4.2, however (PA) is fulfilled. Here we can shift lock- 
operations to the left without loosing any accepted schedule such that a minimal 
locked transaction system will exist. Thus our discussion depends on a concrete 
locking policy, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Finally we will discuss a condition for locking which guarantees the existence of 
a minimal locked transaction system. A locked transaction system Lz is called 
LU-free, if in every locked transaction LT in Lz between any lock action lock u and 
any unlock action unlock w there is at least one read or write action. 
Let L% be a given set of 2-transaction systems. Then it follows from the con- 
struction of a minimal locked transaction system that a LU-free minimal locked 
transaction system with respect to L*T will exist whenever all Lz, are LU-free. 
LTz 
RZ 
RY 
RZ 
RY 
LT3 
t 
I 
r- . 
1 
WZ WZ WY LTI 
. 
. 
. 
FIG. 4.2. A situation in which condition (PA) is fulfilled, but there exists no minimal locked trans- 
action system. 
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LEMMA 4.7. Let t = {T,, . . . . T,}, d> 2 be a transaction system. Then any 
LU-free locked transaction system Lz is PA-locked. 
Proof: Consider a schedule s of T and assume sii E Acc(Lz,) for all i, j, i # j, 1 d 
i, j < d, and s # Acc( Lz). A contradiction can be derived in analogy to the proof of 
Lemma 4.3. 1 
THEOREM 4.8. Let z = { T, , . . . . T,}, da 2 be a transaction system. Zf CSR(rti) can 
be realized by LU-free locking for all i, j, 1 < i, j Q d, i # j, then there exists a LU-free 
C-minimal locked transaction system LminZ and CSR(r) is realizable by LU-free 
locking if and only if Lmin z is conflict-safe. 
Proof: As LU-free locking guarantees the existence of Lminz, the theorem 
follows in analogy to the proof of Theorem 4.6. 1 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we studied the question whether or not the set of all conflict 
serializable schedules can be realized by a locked transaction system. We intro- 
duced an efficiently decidable necessary and sufficient condition in the case of 
2-transaction systems. The general problem characterizing schedule sets that are 
realizable by locking has turned out to be very subtle [9]. Similar difftculties arise 
when the power of safe locking is studied. In fact, the results as stated in [2] 
for many transactions are incorrect. In this paper we introduced the notion of a 
C-minimal locked transaction system to achieve a natural generalization from the 
corresponding condition for 2-transaction systems. Whenever a C-minimal locked 
transaction system is safe, then the set of all conflict serializable schedules can be 
realized by locking. However, this is not a necessary condition. Moreover, we 
demonstrated by an example that even in the case of three transactions it is not 
enough to investigate only pairs of transactions. Thus a natural generalization from 
two to arbitrary many transactions seems not to be achievable. We then introduced 
restrictions on locking for which our condition becomes sufficient and necessary. To 
answer the question of whether or not the set of all conflict serializable schedules 
of a transaction system can be realized by a certain restricted mode of locking we 
first can solve the question for all corresponding 2-transaction systems, merge all 
these systems to a locked transaction system of the whole set of transactions, and 
test this system for safety. The set of all conflict serializable schedules can be 
realized by locking in the restricted mode if and only if the constructed transaction 
system is safe. 
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